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Abstract- Varicella-zoster viruses complications involving the CNS are estimated to occur rarely, transverse 

myelitis after Varicella-zoster virus in most patients is characterized by an abrupt onset of progressive 

weakness and sensory disturbance in the lower extremities , like other viruses. We describe the case of 17 

year-old boy who experienced cervical transverse myelitis after chickenpox with inability to walk and with 

urinary retention. He was not treated with any medication but complete revovery has been occured. 
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Introduction 
 
Neurological complications caused by chickenpox is 
estimated approximately 0.01-0.3%. Cerebellar ataxia 
and encephalitis are frequently seen; while transverse 
myelitis, aseptic meningitis, Guillian-Barre syndrome, 
meningoencephalitis, ventriculitis, optic neuritis, 
delayed controlateral hemiparesis, peripheral 
neuropathy, cerebral angitis, reye syndrome and facial 
paralysis can rarely be observed (1). Transverse myelitis 
is characterized by focal inflammation of the spinal 
cord. Occurrence of transverse myelitis during or 
following chickenpox is uncommon; we describe a 17 
year-old boy of transverse myelitis following 
chickenpox. 
 
Case Report 
 
A17 year-old boy was admitted to our center with 
diffuse crusted lesions through his body which was 
diagnosed chickenpox. His complaints were inability to 
walk and urinary retention. He was not treated with any 
medication. His vital signs were normal. Neurological 
examination revealed normal level of consciousness, 
cooperation, orientation and showed that all cranial 
nerves were intact. Lower extremity weakness of both 
sides (power 3/5 symmetrically) and absence of bilateral 
knee and achil reflexes. Cerebrospinal fluid study was 
normal. His EMG-NCV was nondiagnostic and cervical 
MRI demonstrated lesions of abnormal signal at C3-C7 
levels. The patient was diagnosed with myelitis and we 
did not perform any medication to him and supportive 
therapy was initiated. He started improving on the 10th 

day of his admission. After 16 days he improved 
completely and discharged from hospital and was able to 
walk and no urinary retention was seen. 
 
Discussion 
 
Transverse myelitis is an unusual inflammatory disease 
involving the entire thickness of the spinal cord. It 
results in loss of sensory and motor function below the 
level of injury (2). Post infectious transverse myelitis 
often begins as the patient appears to recovering from 
the infection, but an infectious agent cannot be isolated 
from the nervous system or spinal fluid (3). 

It can be the result of immune response to an 
infection rather than the direct effect of an infectious 
agent (2). As in our case he finally became well after 16 
days with no specific treatment. The CSF usually shows 
a lymphocytic pleocytosis, elevated protein, and normal 
glucose (4,5). But in our case CSF analysis was normal. 

The diagnosis of transverse myelitis can be made 
from results of immunological and viral tests and CSF 
examination and findings from MRI as well as review 
the clinical manifestations (5). MRI is a sensitive and 
quite specific tool of investigation for myelitis (6). MRI 
not only provides information about the site, but also the 
extent of involvement of spinal cord. In our patient 
cervical cord was swollen from C3 to C7 segments. 
Cervical myelitis is reported very uncommon (6). There 
is no established treatment regimen for transverse 
myeltis as a complication of varicella (7), but there are 
reports that intravenous methylprednisolone and 
antiviral treatments might be beneficial (8,9). 
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Figure 1. Cervical spine MRI ;There is large abnormal signal focus; extending from C3toC7 causing obvious cord swelling (A), 

After contrast no obvious enhancement is noted (B). 
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